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ABSTRACT

Most of an FPGA�s area and delay are due to routing� Considering routability at earlier steps of the CAD �ow would

both yield better quality and faster design process� In this paper� we discuss the metrics that a�ect routability in

packing logic into clusters� We are presenting a routability�driven clustering method for cluster�based FPGAs� Our

method packs LUTs into logic clusters while incorporating routability metrics into a cost function� Based on our

routability model� the routability in timing�driven packing algorithm is analyzed� We integrate our routability model

into a timing�driven packing algorithm� Our method yields up to �� � improvement in terms of the minimum number

of routing tracks compared to VPack 	����� on average
� The average routing area improvement is ��� over VPack

and ��� over t�VPack�

Keywords� VLSI CAD� Field Programmable Gate Arrays �FPGAs	� Technology mapping� Clustering Techniques�

Optimization� Algorithm
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� INTRODUCTION

Today�s technology allows FPGAs to be designed as multi�million system gate devices at the heart of elec�

tronic systems� Since FPGA is an integral part of many digital systems� the signi�cance of optimization

problems in mapping circuits on FPGA has increased� There are two important issues related to the FPGA

mapping process� the quality of the resulting mapping and the run�time of the tools serving in the process�

The former being more dominant for FPGAs� both aspects are important� Similar to ASIC design� minimiz�

ing the delay is an important objective as well as minimizing the silicon area� Area of an FPGA consists of

routing area and logic area� Optimizing the utilization of both routing and logic resources is very crucial to

obtain a good quality result�

FPGAs consist of smaller con�gurable building blocks called logic blocks or Con�gurable Logic Blocks

�CLBs�� which are placed on the FPGA chip either on a two�dimensional array �see Figure 	� or in a set

of rows� The CAD 
ow of mapping a circuit on FPGA consists of four major stages� In the �rst stage the

circuit is basically logically optimized� In stage �� the optimized circuit is divided into CLBs of the FPGA�

which is called technology mapping� Placement and routing stages accomplish the assignment of subcircuits

on CLBs and programming the routing switches of FPGA�

Due to highly constrained and discrete interconnect structure of current FPGAs� routing is a challenging

problem� Most of the time current FPGA routers cannot use available routing resources e�ciently� This leads

to a large portion of the routing area to be wasted� Also� depending on the complexity of the particular

design routing might require a fairly large amount of time� often several hours to be completed� Hence

considering routability at earlier steps of the CAD 
ow would both yield a better quality of the result and
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less design time in later stages�

FPGA vendors have dierent logic block con�gurations� There are two kinds of CLBs� LUT�based blocks

and multiplexor�based blocks� LUT�based logic blocks are more popular� There have been several contribu�

tions in development and design of FPGAs towards reducing the gap in density and performance between

ASIC and FPGA implementation� Hierarchical features have been added into logic and routing architecture

of FPGAs� Many commercial FPGAs� such as Xilinx� Altera� and Actel FPGAs include logic blocks that

contain several LUTs �	�� A collection of basic logic elements that are grouped together to be placed in

one complex logic block is called a cluster �See Figure ��a��� FPGAs with logic blocks containing multiple

basic blocks are called cluster�based FPGAs� Each CLB �con�gurable logic block� is a cluster of basic logic

elements in cluster�based FPGAs� The structure and granularity of the logic block have a signi�cant impact

on the area�e�ciency and performance of the FPGA� If the logic block is �ne�grained� the circuit to be im�

plemented will be distributed over more number of logic blocks� This has a negative impact on routability�

since more blocks need to be interconnected� Since the interconnect inside the logic blocks is hardwired� local

interconnect can be made very fast and e�ciently� This improves routability and decreases the load on the

router signi�cantly by reducing the size of problem� Two main bene�ts of clustering a basic block into CLBs

are speed in compilation and circuit delay improvement� On the other hand� it is not feasible to increase

the complexity of the logic blocks beyond a certain limit� If the logic blocks become too complex it becomes

di�cult to utilize them fully� hence several logic blocks will be wasted� Due to constraints on the number

of input pins and the number of blocks within each cluster� all the resources in a cluster cannot be used

in circuit implementation� The task of assigning basic logic blocks to clusters is called packing� Due to no

accurate means to estimate the interconnect at logic synthesis level� it is not easy to deal with routability of

circuit at logic level� However� if special properties of the interconnect available at logic level� such as sharing

among the pins� can be exploited during packing logics into basic blocks� signi�cant gains can be obtained

in terms of routability� In the past routability at the packing stage has not been considered as extensively

as it has been at the technology mapping stage� Packing can bring improvements on the routability� since

after technology mapping a more accurate estimation on the interconnect is available�

In this paper we propose a routability�driven packing algorithm� We show improvements in routing area

upon the state�of�the�art logic packing algorithms called VPack and t�VPack� Logic Block Packing Algorithm

��� ��� We are introducing a new method to consider routability at the packing stage� Our method in selecting

a block for clustering can easily be integrated with other clustering algorithms� We are demonstrating the

eect of our method on the routability by synthesizing the benchmark circuits through the complete CAD


ow� We have technology mapped a given circuit� then applied our routability�driven packing method for

clustering� and �nally placed and routed the circuit� We present the results of the �nal routing and show that

our method improves the routability signi�cantly� Our new algorithm� RPack� indeed improves routability

compared to VPack� As our results on �� largest MCNC benchmarks show in Section �� we are able to

improve the minimum required number of routing tracks by 	���� on an average� A preliminary version of
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this work appeared in ���� We also integrated our routability function in timing�driven packing algorithm�

Based on our routability model� routability in timing�driven packing algorithm is analyzed� Compared to

t�VPack� the routing area is improved by 	�� on an average�

The organization of the paper is as follows� Previous work on routability�driven technology mapping and

algorithms for cluster packing are discussed in Section �� Section � describes the FPGA architecture we are

targeting� utilization and routability issues and problem formulation for the packing problem� In Section �

RPack� our routability�driven packing method is described� Experimental results are presented in Section ��

Section � includes conclusions and future work�

� Previous Work

Most commercial FPGAs use con�gurable blocks containing several LUT� Packing LUTs into clusters is an

important design step introduced for cluster�based FPGAs� It can be viewed as a sub�task within technology

mapping stage in which logic gates are assigned to LUTs and registers� We will �rst mention contributions

made in the technology mapping area� The majority of research devoted to technology mapping has been

done with the objective of improving either timing ��� 	�� 	�� ��� 	�� or area�e�ciency �	�� ��� ��� or trade�o

between depth and area �	��� Compared to the amount of the eort made in this area there is little work done

in the routability driven technology mapping domain �	��� �	��� The routability driven technology mapper

for LUT�based arrays� Rmap �	��� employs a mapping strategy that considers routability�

The packing problem is a clustering problem� Clustering has been studied extensively for various ap�

plications� such as placement ����� technology mapping ��� 	��� etc� Packing is a clustering problem with

constraints on the number of input pins and the number of LUTs in each CLB� The objective is to minimize

the number of required CLBs to cover all the LUTs while satisfying the constraints� Betz and Rose proposed

VPack and t�VPack� logic block packing algorithms ��� for cluster�based FPGAs� VPack and t�VPack are

one of the best known packing tools for FPGAs� VPack �rst packs a 
ip 
op and a LUT together into a

basic logic element using a matching based method� Then these BLEs are packed in a greedy manner into

logic clusters with the local optimization objectives being to �ll each cluster to its capacity and minimize the

number of used inputs to each cluster� This approach is inspired from ��	�� In ��� a timing�driven packing

tool for FPGAs� t�VPack is proposed� The blocks on the critical path are preferred to be packed together

in a CLB so that the delay can be improved by exploiting local wiring in the CLB to route the critical nets�

t�VPack delivers a better routability compared to VPack� Later� we will describe the routability potential in

timing�driven packing algorithms� Also in ����� a packing approach is proposed based on maximum weight

matching on circuit graph� Recently researchers in ��� have proposed a new technique for packing logic into

clusters� Based on Rent�s rule for each application� the connectivity of each cluster is de�ned� In this ap�

proach routability is weighted according to the connectivity of the application� It is a good idea to consider

routability based on connectivity of the circuit� On the other hand� the weight of routability in the overall
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optimization objective is �xed during clustering for each application� By this way routability cannot be

considered accurately� In this work� we scale the weight of the routability factor dynamically� In �	��� a good

survey of packing methods for cluster�based FPGAs is presented�

In all these approaches� when a logic block is packed into an existing cluster� the type of nets being shared

is not considered� An important issue in cluster�based FPGAs is the limited number of inputs� Therefore�

considering the input�output pin sharing besides edge covering can improve the performance ���� In this

paper we analyze the issues during the packing process extensively� We are introducing new metrics that are

used to form a new objective function to evaluate routability� We took the algorithm of VPack as a basis as

we will describe in later sections and have built our own approach upon it�

� PACKING IN CLUSTER�BASED FPGAS

In this section we will study the issues in packing stage of technology mapping for cluster�based FPGAs�

Also the routability driven packing problem is formulated�

��� Cluster�based FPGA Architecture

The FPGA we are targeting is of the SRAM�based island�style structure� It contains a square matrix of logic

blocks� Between each row and column routing tracks are located� The structure of the basic logic block is

illustrated in Figure � �b�� It contains a K�input LUT and one 
ip 
op� A K�input LUT is able to implement

any function of its K inputs ��K functions�� However size of look�up table grows exponentially with the

number of inputs� It has been shown that LUT with input size � is the most area e�cient con�guration

�	��� The logic cluster is shown in Figure � �a�� The cluster size� N � is de�ned as the number of basic blocks

contained in the cluster� The cluster takes I inputs that are connected to the LUTs inside basic blocks� Not

all �N basic block inputs are accessible externally� Only I out of these are connected to input multiplexors

of the cluster� These input multiplexors allow any of the I inputs to be connected to any of the �N basic

block inputs� Also any output of N basic blocks can be connected to any basic block input through these

multiplexors� The cluster contains N output pins connecting each basic block output to one cluster output�

Similar structure is used in �	���

In packing stage of CAD 
ow for cluster�based FPGAs� the input circuit is represented in terms of LUTs

and registers� As shown in Figure ��c� if LUT l is followed by register r and there is no interconnection to

any other elements from the net connecting LUT l and register r� they both can be implemented by a basic

logic block shown in Figure ��c�� Otherwise each register or LUT should be assigned to one basic logic block�

An optimal pattern matching�based method to pack the register�LUT pairs into basic blocks is proposed

in ���� Hence the problem is simpli�ed to packing a set of basic blocks into clusters� We are focusing on

clustering the basic blocks into logic clusters after each register and LUT are assigned to a basic logic block�
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��� Routability and Utilization

Routing is a very time consuming stage in CAD 
ow for both FPGA and ASIC Designs� A router can fail

to route a logically optimized circuit� In addition� most of an FPGA�s area and delay is due to routing�

Since the routing tracks in each channel are �xed� routing in a congested channel is hard for FPGA router�

Routability means how likely the circuit is routable at the end of CAD 
ow� Hence� considering routability

in earlier stages can have signi�cant impact in routing results� Incorporating routability in earlier stages in

design 
ow does not necessarily guarantee the routability of a circuit� However it can be improved�

By clustering the logic blocks� the number of connections between clusters is reduced� In other words�

the routability can be increased� Consequently� the routing area can be improved in terms of the number of

tracks required in each routing channel and switch area�

There are several factors aecting routability at dierent CAD 
ow stages� In technology mapping and

clustering stage the following factors can impact routability� The �rst three factors have been mentioned

previously in �	���

� Ratio of blocks used to total blocks available

� Number of pins per block

� Ratio of pins per net

� Ratio of used pins to total number of pins of the logic block

� Number of exposed nets
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The �rst factor shows the impact of logic utilization on routability� If the blocks are not packed e�ciently�

a larger FPGA is required to implement a circuit and therefore a large routing area can be wasted� Utilization

depends both on the architecture and packing method� The second factor depends on the architecture� The

impact of dierent logic block architectures on FPGA performance has been studied earlier �		�� In order to

achieve logic utilization up to ��� the relation between K and N has been experimentally obtained in �		�

as follows�

I � �N � 	��
K

�
�	�

By increasing either LUT size� K� or cluster size� N � the functionality of the logic block is enhanced� This

can lead to a decrease in the total number of logic blocks needed to implement a circuit� but the size of the

logic block increases with both K and N � The size of the cluster is quadratic in N ���� In addition� and

more importantly� the routing area depends on K and N � It has been experimentally shown that the best

area�delay can be obtained by using a cluster size between � and 	� and LUT sizes of � to � �	��� Betz in

�	�� showed that the uniform distribution of pins on the logic block perimeter is better than top�bottom pin

architecture in terms of routability and area�

The remaining three routability factors are algorithmic and relatively architecture independent� They

all naturally depend on characteristics of the input circuit� These factors can be considered in technology

mapping or packing algorithms� Ratio of pins per net indicates the density of high�fanout nets in the circuit�

Routers spend the major part of their time for routing high�fanout nets� Hence the goal is to make this ratio

low� Ratio of used pins to total number of pins of the logic block indicates the tra�c in and out around a

logic block� A block with high connection tra�c is likely to create a congested area on the chip� Similarly

high connectivity between logic blocks can lead to congestion� Number of exposed nets is also closely related

to routability� As the number of exposed nets increases it is more di�cult for the router to complete the

routing� In a cluster�based FPGA� local routing inside clusters is not a concern compared to routing the

external nets among clusters� In the technology mapping and packing stages the number of external nets

can be reduced by inserting as many nets as possible inside the clusters� Utilization is another important

issue in packing stage� Each routability metric has an impact on utilization as well� For instance� routability

factor� ratio of used pin per cell� has the tendency to reduce the tra�c around each block� This in turn leads

to a decrease in logic utilization of a FPGA�

DeHon addresses the eect of depopulation of logic clusters on routability �	��� With less utilization of

logic in CLBs� there would be lesser number of interconnection between CLBs� However� high depopulation

would result in increase on the number of CLBs� longer connections and hence more routing congestion

�which degrade the routability�� In ��� the eort is to increase the routability by depopulating the CLBs�

Based on the connectivity of the circuit obtained by Rent�s rule� depopulation is applied� Although it is a

good idea to consider routability based on the topology of the circuit� the weight of depopulation should

vary during clustering as opposed to the static scheme used in the aforementioned work� We will discuss the
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depopulation issue in the following sections� In this paper� we are focusing on algorithmic routability factors

and we will actually show that they can aect routability and utilization signi�cantly�

��� Problem Formulation

The input to packing stage for cluster�based FPGAs is a set of basic logic blocks� Maximizing utilization

and routability are two main objectives� The problem can be formulated as follows�

Given a set of basic blocks� B � fb�� b�� ����� bng and set of CLBs each including K basic blocks� C �

fc�� c�� ���� cmg� pack basic blocks into CLBs subject to the following constraints�

IN�ci� � I i � 	� ����m� ���

ci � cj � � i� j � 	� ����m� i �� j� ���

bi �
Sm

j�� cj i � 	� ���� n�j � 	� ����m� ���

The objective is to maximize routability and utilization �minimize j C j�� The constraint in Equation �

represents the limit on the number of input pins per CLB� The constraints in Equation � and Equation �

show the packing de�nition� i�e� each block bi should be assigned exactly to one CLB�

The packing problem as de�ned above is a clustering problem �� First� we transform the problem to graph

clustering problems� The input to packing problem� set of basic blocks and inter�blocks connection can be

represented as an undirected connectivity graph G� Each node v in G corresponds to a basic block� An edge

in the graph shows the interconnection� The multi�terminal nets are hyper�edges in this graph� Clustering

problem is solved on graph G� In our version of the clustering problem� the number of clusters is not given�

However there are two constraints on each cluster� �rst� each cluster consists of a �xed number of resources

and second� the number of incoming and outgoing edges to each cluster is limited� The latter con
icts with

the complete usage of resources in each cluster� Basically the second constraint is a limit on the density of

connectivity between clusters� i�e� helps routability to some extent�

Routability is not a well�de�ned metric� As mentioned earlier in this section� it depends on a variety of

factors� Reducing external nets and distributing the interconnection between the clusters homogeneously are

two intuitive objectives� Achieving these objectives will lead to the ultimate goal of realizing interconnections

of a circuit successfully while using minimum number of routing resources�

� RPACK�ROUTABILITY�DRIVEN PACKING ALGORITHM

In this section� we explain how routability is incorporated into clustering process� We discuss the clustering

heuristic based on our routability model�

�In this paper� the terms �packing� and �clustering� have been used interchangeably


	



��� Sequential Clustering Approach

Utilization and routability are two main issues in packing problem� Better utilization leads to a decrease in the

number of clusters and routability is closely related to the amount of inter�cluster connection� Incorporating

balancing� i�e� homogeneous utilization of the �xed amount of resources in each cluster� into objective may

lead to a decrease in overall utilization� Constraints on the number of incoming and outgoing edges to each

cluster limits the amount of interconnection among clusters� In other words� the constraint on number of

edges around each cluster along with the fact that there are a �xed number of resources in each cluster has

impact in balancing clusters� Utilization is high when most of the resources of clusters are used� Routability

increases by reducing the complexity and the number of the interconnections between clusters� By covering

as many edges as possible inside the clusters the connectivity among the clusters can be simpli�ed� Therefore�

maximizing routability can be viewed as a local objective in clustering�

According to the constraints� utilization� and routability issues de�ned for packing problem� a bottom�

up approach in clustering is more applicable� Other clustering methods such as matching or top�down

approaches which aim balancing� are not very suitable for packing in cluster�based FPGAs� Matching�based

methods can be most suitable for packing blocks when the size of each cluster is � ����� Also handling the

constraints during optimization is not easy in such methods� Hence we take a greedy�bottom�up� approach

for clustering� First a seed for a cluster is chosen� Then blocks are sequentially assigned to the cluster until

the cluster is full or the limit on the number of input pins does not allow any more blocks to be assigned

in the current cluster� Another seed is chosen for the next cluster� This continues until all the blocks are

assigned to a cluster� while all the constraints are met� In ��� �� �� �� same approach is used to pack the

LUTs into clusters�

When a cluster is being constructed� there is always a problem on choosing the best candidate to be added

to the cluster� This decision should lead to a locally optimal �or close to optimal� and feasible solution for

the sub�problem� In this method� the feasibility of the solution is initially ignored and the best solution

�local solution� is found� After that the feasibility is checked� If it is a legal solution for the sub�problem� it

is added to the global solution� Otherwise the next best candidate is considered� Therefore the optimization

problem is always followed by a decision problem for feasibility�

In such a greedy clustering method� each block selected to be inserted in a cluster is the local optimum

choice under the local objective e�g� maximizing the number of edges shared with the cluster� Basically this

is done by assigning a weight on any edge between any of the candidate blocks and cluster� Each time a

candidate with best weight�gain� is chosen� In dierent approaches this weight is called connectivity �	���

attraction ��� �� 	��� closeness ��	�� or edge separability ����� etc� We �rst discuss the important factors that

have to be considered in assigning weights to edges� The weight of an edge should include factors aecting

both utilization and routability �connectivity complexity�� In ��	�� closeness is based on edge covering and

balancing size of clusters� In this method type of connectivity is not considered� In ���� the weight of

each edge is related to separability of the edge� which is computed based on min�cut between two ends of
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the the edge� Based on weight of the edges� clusters are merged in bottom�up manner while balancing the

clusters� The utilization issue in FPGA packing problem cannot be e�ciently handled by this method� In ����

attraction of an object while being added to a cluster is the number of nets the object and cluster share� The

value of the attraction function re
ects the number of edges being covered without considering routability

issues for each net individually� Note that the greedy method of clustering as mentioned earlier� supports

the utilization of the clusters� Therefore weight of edges do not need to include factors related to balancing�

Assume that the gain computed for a candidate block B� is the number of inputs and outputs it has in

common with current cluster C ��� as de�ned in Equation ��

RoutabilityGain�B� �j Nets�B� �Nets�C� j ���

In Figure �� a candidate basic block B and cluster C being constructed are shown� According to the

de�nition of the gain function in Equation �� nets N�� N�� and� N� have the same contribution to the gain

of block B to be added to the cluster C� If these nets are observed closely� their contributions to routability

gain of the block are slightly dierent� Block B has three common nets with cluster C� N�� N� and N��

An input pin of the net N� is inside the cluster C� By adding the block B to the cluster� another input

terminal of the net N� would be inside the cluster� This leads to a decrease in the number of the terminals

of the multi�terminal net N�� The gain obtained by moving B to cluster C corresponding to net N� using

Equation � is 	� In fact� the gain function originates from the third routability factor discussed in Section ��

i�e� reducing pins per net�

The driving pin of net N� is the output of the logic block B� There is an input pin of net N� inside the

��



pin in B � status in�pin edge output total

pin in C gain gain congestion gain

out� in � 	 	 � �

out� in all in pins 	 	 	 �

in C

in� in � � 	 � 	

in� out

in� out rest of pins � 	 	 �

already in C

out new net � � � �

in new net �	 � � �	

Table �� Routability Gain of a Candidate Block According to a Single Net

cluster C� If the output terminal of a net is inside the cluster� internal connections can be used to connect

the input pins of the net located inside the cluster� In such a case� there is no need to use an input pin of

the cluster to connect the net N� to other terminals of the net outside the cluster� since an output pin of

the cluster can be used for external interconnection� Therefore� the contribution of net N� to block gain is

more than just covering an edge of a multi terminal net� Actually� by adding block B to cluster C� an input

pin of the cluster gets free and can be used for another net connection� In Table 	 this is de�ned as in�pin

gain� This increases the probability of acceptance of adding the block to the cluster� In other words� the

probability of violating the input constraints of the cluster decreases� Note that each block output pin is

accessible from outside and there is no sharing among the output pins� Therefore there would be no output

pin constraints for the clusters� hence� saving on output pins does not bring any gain except in one case�

Suppose all the input pins of a net are already inside the cluster and the logic block being added to a cluster

contains the output pin of the net� Net N� in Figure � is an example of such a case� The output pin of the

cluster corresponding to the block driving the net N� cannot be used by other blocks� This means that there

would be no connection from outside to this pin since all the terminals of the corresponding net are located

inside the cluster� Therefore the number of external connections of the cluster� de�ned as output congestion

gain in Table 	� decreases� This yields less congestion among the clusters� In other words� it reduces the

number of used pins of a cluster which is the fourth routability factor�

Net N� has no pin in the cluster� The gain from moving logic block B to the cluster would be zero

according to the gain function above� However� not only no edge from N� would be covered� but also one

input pin of the cluster would be used for N�� So the gain of moving logic block B to the cluster due to N�

in terms of used pins per cluster is 		� This means N� has a degrading eect on the routability according

��



to the fourth routability factor�

As explained above� by considering just the number of shared inputs and outputs as in Equation ��

the packing algorithm cannot dierentiate among the candidate blocks which have dierent impacts on

routability� All possible cases yielding dierent total gains are presented in Table 	 for one net connected to

a candidate block�

By incorporating the other routability factors� the gain for each logic block B going into cluster C can be

computed as the weighted combination of dierent routability factors as follows�

Gain�B�C� � f�Nets�B�� Nets�C��

�
X

i�Nets�B�

g�i� Nets�C�� B��

���

where

g�i� C�B� �

��������
�������

	 � a� fin�P �i� B�� P �i� C��

�b� fo�P �i� B�� P �i� C�� i � Nets�C�

		� c� T �i� B� otherwise

fin�P �i� B�� P �i� C�� is de�ned as the gain obtained in input pins of cluster C as de�ned in Table 	�

Similarly fo�P �i� B�� P �i� C�� is the gain obtained in output congestion� The additional gain of value 	 to

the sum of these two gain terms corresponds to the edge gain� T �i� B� returns the type of the pin of Net i

connected to basic block B� It returns � if the pin is an output pin� and 	 otherwise� P �i� B� is the set of all

pins of Net i that are on block B� P �i� C� is the set of pins of Net i connected to cluster C� Nets�C� is the

set of nets connected to cluster C� a� b� and c are the weights for dierent components of the function�

Inserting a whole multi�terminal net in one cluster is practically impossible� In most of the cases the

best we can do is to eliminate two�terminal nets� Therefore� reducing an edge from a multi�terminal net

should not be considered equivalent to reducing an edge by inserting a two�terminal net inside a cluster�

The average gain that a block can take from an n�terminal net i connected to one of its pins� depending on

type of the net can be estimated from Table 	 as follows�

Gainavg�i� n� �

�����
����

� n � �

�
�
�
n
� �

�
n��
n

n � �

���

According to Equation �� the average gain obtained from a two�terminal net is the highest� This implies

that the algorithm gives priority to pushing a two�terminal net entirely inside a cluster as compared to

reducing a pin of a multi�terminal net� This leads to a decrease in number of exposed nets satisfying the

last routability factor�

��



When the net connected to a block is a multi�terminal net� the gain associated with the multi�terminal net

is computed for each block containing a terminal of the net� Therefore� each edge of a net can have dierent

impact on their corresponding blocks when a cluster is being constructed� How many and what type of a

terminal of the net do already exist in the cluster� What type of terminal of the net does the candidate

block have� Answers to these questions for each net connected to the candidate block determine the gain

of the block� Therefore we conclude that in the bottom�up clustering gain�weight� of each edge should be

assigned dynamically according to individual situations�

In the next sub�sections� we explain our method of packing the basic blocks inside the clusters based on

the routability gain function mentioned� We also analyze timing�driven clustering algorithm in terms of

routability based on routability gain function �Equations � and ��� According to this analysis� we integrate

routability factors into timing�driven clustering�

��� RPack Algorithm

The input to our packing algorithm� is a list of LUTs� registers� and connections among the resources�

In RPack� similar to VPack ��� 	��� in the �rst stage� a LUT and a register are packed into a basic logic

block when possible� After that� the blocks are packed into clusters using a greedy heuristic� Clusters are

constructed sequentially� First� the seed is chosen from the unclustered basic blocks� The criteria is to choose

the block with the most used inputs as mentioned in ��� 	��� After choosing a seed for a cluster� the logic

block that gives the highest gain is selected to be added to the current cluster provided that it is a legal

choice� This means that the number of external inputs do not exceed the number of input pins of the cluster�

The algorithm continues adding blocks into one cluster until the cluster is full or no more legal choices can

be found� Similarly new clusters are constructed until all the blocks are packed into clusters� We propose

RPack� a routability�driven packing algorithm based on routability factors described in previous sub�section�

RPack is developed on top of VPack� The dierence between the two approaches is in the de�nition of gain

function� VPack uses the function de�ned in Equation � while RPack uses the gain function in Equation ��

The pseudo code of our approach is shown in Figure ��

The complexity of RPack Algorithm is O�I� �M��� where M is the number of clusters� Finding the seed

for each cluster takes O�M�� time using a priority queue to store the candidate nodes� where M is the number

of nodes �basic blocks�� When a node v is inserted to a cluster� only the gain of the neighbors of candidate

nodes �Candidate nodes are those who have not been assigned to any node so far� need to be updated� The

number of neighbors is equal to the edge degree of the current node� i�e� deg�v�� When a neighbor is visited�

the type and status of the edges connected to the neighbor are checked which takes O�deg�v��� Note that

when each neighbor node is visited the edges that belong to the same hyper�edge �multi�terminal net� is

counted once� However� when a block is being added to a cluster� the number of neighbors are all the nodes

connected to the node by any edge� i�e� deg�v�� By amortized analysis� it is observed that the gain of a node

is updated at most once associated with any connection between the node and the neighbors� Therefore the

��



Input� Netlist of LUTs and Registers

N � Cluster Size

K � LUT Size

I � Inputs per Cluster

Output� List of Logic Clusters

	 Pack LUTs and Registers together into Basic Blocks

� while Unclustered Basic Blocks available

� Find Seed for new Cluster

� while Cluster is not full

� Update gains of unclustered Basic Blocks

��Candidate blocks

� Choose Basic Block with highest gain

�� Pick a candidate block

� If Candidate is NOT feasible

� then Go to Step �

� Else

	� Remove block from

unclustered blocks list

		 Add block to current Cluster

	� end while

	� end while

Figure �� RPack Pseudo�code for Packing Algorithm
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total clustering process takes O�
P

vi�V �G� deg�vi�� � O�� � jEj�� where E is the edge set of connectivity

graph G� Also E �
P

i�Net �ni�
� � �

P
i�Net ni�

� � P �� where ni is the number of the terminals of the net i

and P is the total number of pins for all clusters� which is I �M � Based on this analysis� the complexity of

the algorithm can be expressed as O�I� �M���

��� t�RPack� Timing�Driven RPack

By clustering the LUTs in coarser CLBs� the complexity of interconnection between the CLBs is reduced�

Hence fewer number of routing resources is required� Another bene�t of clusters is the fast interconnection

inside the clusters� Those connections being packed inside the clusters� use the hard�wired interconnect

resources of CLBs� This leads to better performance� In packing� both objectives should be pursued� In this

paper� our focus is mostly on routability� In this section we discuss how routability is realized when timing

is added into packing algorithm and based on our routability function we propose timing�driven RPack�

After packing� a subset of the netlist is routed inside the clusters without passing through switched routing

resources� By inserting the interconnection along the critical path of the circuit inside clusters delay can be

improved� As a result� in timing�driven clustering the priority is given to timing critical connections to be

inserted inside the clusters�

In sequential bottom�up clustering approach� a seed for a cluster would be the most critical block� The

blocks are added to the cluster based on criticality� In addition to timing� routability has to be considered

in clustering to avoid the routing congestion� which is a bottleneck in current FPGAs� However� �rst we

should study the impact of timing�based clustering on routability when choosing the seed and de�ning the

gain function based on criticality� In Section � the routability factors are described� Based on that� our

routability gain function is de�ned in Equation �� Using this model� we can explain the routability issues in

timing�driven clustering� After analyzing the approach� we would be able to improve the routability more

accurately� This is where analysis and theory guide the heuristics�

The criticality of the blocks are de�ned by their slack� Connections along the critical paths have high

criticality value� Therefore� clustering based on timing is similar to path�based clustering� Each path

is a chain of output�to�input pin�to�pin connections between a set of blocks �See Figure ��� According

to routability gain function �Table 	�� the output�to�input connection has a high routability gain� When

a connection is marked to be critical� it means that there is a long chain of input�output connectivity

from this point to the rest of the design� This implies a prediction of high routability gain in later stages

while constructing the cluster� After a highly critical connection is added to a cluster� more input�output

connections would be added to the cluster� In other words� criticality of a connection shows the depth of

input�output connections from the current connection to the rest of the circuit� By inserting an edge of

the net on the critical path� timing�driven packing exploits the routability obtained by inserting output and

input pin of a net inside a cluster� hence releasing an input pin of the cluster� As explained above� our

routability model can express the routability impact of timing�based clustering�

��
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Figure �� Routability and Slack Computation�

The two terms of routability factors are inherently satis�ed in criticality�based analysis and slack compu�

tation for critical connections� Other factors should be considered� In addition� routability for non�critical

nets should be taken into account during clustering� Therefore� we de�ne the gain function as a linear combi�

nation of criticality and routability of a connection� We use the same criticality function used in t�VPack����

The routability component is routability gain function de�ned in ���� Equation � shows the gain function

used in timing�driven RPack�

TotalGain�B� � �� Criticality�B� � �		 �� �
RoutabilityGain�B�

DepopulationFactor
���

�

Another important issue is scaling the routability component in Equation �� When a cluster is just being

constructed� there are many available un�used pins of the cluster� In this stage� the cluster desires to absorb

as many connection as possible� In later stages� when most of the pins are used� routability is more restricted

and the used pins around the clusters create congestion around the block� In this case� depopulation can

help improve the routability� In addition� when more blocks are added to the cluster� the probability of

getting higher gain in the later stages is increased due to the higher probability of existence of shared nets

among the blocks� This does not imply the higher routability due to higher connection tra�c around the

cluster� Therefore� scaling is required� In order to achieve this� the routability function value is scaled each

time a block is added to the cluster� The depopulation factor increases during the construction of a cluster�

The depopulation factor is de�ned as follows �

DepopulationFactor � UsedP in�B� � UsedP in�C�� ���

UsedP in�B� and UsedP in�C� return the number of used pins of block B and cluster C� respectively� We

need to mention that in t�VPack���� the total gain function is a function of routability and criticality as well�

��



However the routability factor is same as the gain function used in VPack which is not a comprehensive

routability function� Also� the routability is scaled by the number of pins of a LUT� i�e � for ��input LUT�

This normalization remains constant during the clustering� According to our discussion above this cannot

re
ect routability gain correctly�

With analysis and more accurate modeling of routability� we are able to study the behavior of dierent

methods of clustering in terms of routability and improve the approaches by having additional components

considering other routability factors� Our analysis in this section shows that timing and routability correlate

very strongly� Satisfying timing improves routability in some aspects� That is why timing�driven clustering

outperforms a routability�driven packing� Our experimental results in the next section supports our claim

as well�

� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In previous sections we claimed that considering routability factors while packing logic into CLBs has signif�

icant impact in routing results and netlist complexity� In this section� we show a set of experimental results

supporting our claim�

We have used the greedy clustering approach proposed in VPack and t�VPack� RPack is implemented on

top of the clustering algorithms in V�Pack and t�RPack is implemented on top of t�VPack�

The �rst set of our experiments compares RPack and VPack� We ran the �� largest MCNC benchmarks

���� on VPack and RPack� The blif input format of each benchmark is obtained by SIS ���� logic minimization

and FlowMap �	�� technology mapper� The results presented in Table � show that our method successfully

decreased the number of exposed nets� RPack and VPack use similar number of clusters such that the array

size resulting from both approaches for almost all benchmarks is same� Even in one case �benchmark �alu���

RPack yielded smaller array size� The array size of each benchmark is reported in Table �� In accordance

with average gain estimated in Section �� the results show that the major portion of the decrease in the

number of the exposed nets is due to decrease in the number of two�terminal nets� In conclusion� reducing

the number of output pins is strongly related to reducing the number of exposed nets�

We also observed the congestion around each cluster� We counted the number of exposed nets each

cluster is connected to� Figure � shows the connectivity of the clusters resulted from VPack and RPack for

benchmark bigkey� The size of cluster is � and number of input pins per cluster is 	�� The vertical axis shows

the number of clusters for each number of pins used per cluster shown on the horizontal axis� The plot shows

that the clusters obtained from RPack have less tra�c around� In Figure �� the result for benchmark elliptic

is shown as well� As shown in the plot� the connectivity obtained from RPack is more smoothly distributed

compared to the one resulted from VPack� In these two plots the type of interconnection is not re
ected�

The number of terminals of the nets also aects routability�

In order to verify that our method meets the objective of improving routability� we synthesized the
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Figure �� Comparison of RPack and VPack in cluster characteristics in bigkey�
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benchmark circuits through the complete CAD 
ow to obtain the routing area� We used VPR ��� to place

and route the benchmarks� The routing architecture that we used employs only the single segment wires

leading to better routability� Subset switch type� in which each track in a channel can be connected to the

same track number of the neighboring channels� is used� In addition we have set the fraction of the tracks

of each channel to which each logic block input and output pins connect to 	�

Table � summarizes our results after placement and routing of the benchmarks� As shown in Table �

RPack is able to improve the routing area by decreasing the number of tracks signi�cantly� The average

improvement we obtained is 	��� �� The number of routing tracks required in each channel is a reliable

metric for routing area� since a smaller number of routing tracks does not only mean saving wiring area�

but also decreasing the size of the routing switches drastically� Routing area is related to the square of the

number of tracks per channel� The improvement in routing area is ��� over VPack on an average� Such an

improvement in routing area decreases the total chip area signi�cantly� since routing area is typically a large

percentage of the total area�

The signi�cant dierence between the two routability�driven methods of VPack an RPack implies that

each routability factor can aect the routing results signi�cantly� According to the constraint on number

of pins per CLB� �xed routing resources� and �xed number of LUTs in each CLB� we considered dierent

routability components in the gain function used in RPack� The results support our claim that routability is

an important objective in clustering and it results in a better distribution of interconnection among CLBs�

In the next set of experiments� timing�driven RPack is compared with t�VPack� in order to observe the

impact of routability in timing�driven packing� It is not a correct comparison if RPack is compared with

t�VPack� As mentioned in previous section� timing based clustering inherently has eective impact on

routability itself� Routability and speed� both bene�ts of cluster�based FPGAs� are realized by timing�based

packing algorithm� Previous work shows that t�VPack performs better in terms of routability compared to

VPack�

The routing results� critical path delay and number of exposed nets using both packing methods� t�RPack

and t�VPack� are reported in Table �� t�RPack uses our routability gain function as described in Section ��

In order to observe the eect of routability gain function� depopulation factor is ignored� The results show

that considering other routability factors and more accurate routability gain for non�critical nets can improve

the routing area by ����� The delay is improved by ��� The reason is that the weight for input�output

connection is high in both timing and routability component for critical nets� We can observe that delay has

been improved in most of cases� In another set of experiments� we added the depopulation factor to control

the routability versus timing� The results are shown in Table �� The routing area is improved by 	�� while

the critical path delay is same on average� This implies that depopulation helps to obtain a more distributed

connectivity between the clusters�

The experimental results show that dierent routability factors have signi�cant impact on routing re�

sults� Timing�driven packing has strong correlation with some of routability factors for FPGAs� Integrating
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circuit Array Size Number of Exposed Nets Number of Tracks

VPack RPack VPack RPack �

alu� 	� � 	� 	��� ��� �� �� ����

apex� 	� � 	� 	��� 	��� �� �� 		��

apex� 	� � 	� 	��� ��� �� �� ���

bigkey �� � �� 	��� 	��� �� 	� ��

clma �� � �� �	�� ���� �� �	 	���

des �� � �� 	��	 	��� �� 	� ����

dieq 	� � 	� 	��� ��� �� �� ��

dsip �� � �� 	��� 	�	� �� �� 	���

elliptic �� � �� ���� ���� �� �� ����

ex	�	� �� � �� ���� ���� �� �� ���

ex�p 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� ���

frisc �� � �� ���� 	��� �� �� 	���

misex� 	� � 	� 		�	 ��� �� �� ���

pdc �� � �� ��	� ��		 �� �� ���

s��� 	� � 	� 	�		 	��� �� �� 	���

s���	� �� � �� ���	 ���	 �� �� ����

s������	 �� � �� ���� ���� �� �� ����

seq 	� � 	� 	��� 		�� �� �� 		��

spla �� � �� ���	 ���� �� �� 	���

tseng 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� ���

Average � ���� ���� ���� ����� �	��

Table �� Logic Size Number of Exposed Nets and Number of Routing Tracks� RPack vs� VPack�

N�	 K�� I��	 Routability�driven Router
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circuit Array Size Number of Exposed Nets Number of Tracks Delay ��	��	 s�

t�VPack t�RPack t�VPack t�RPack t�VPack t�RPack

alu� 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� �� ����

apex� 	� � 	� 	��� 	��� �� �� ���� ����

apex� 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �	 ���	 ����

bigkey �� � �� 	��� ��� 	� 	� 	��� 	���

clma �� � �� ���� ���� �� �� ���� ����

des �� � �� 	�	� 		�� 	� 	� ���� ����

dieq 	� � 	� 	��� ��� �� �� �	�� ��

dsip �� � �� ��� ��� 	� 	� 	��� 	���

elliptic �� � �� ���� 	��� �� �� �� ��

ex	�	� �� � �� �		� ���� �� �� �� �	��

ex�p 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� ���� ����

frisc �� � �� ���� 	��� �� �� ���� ����

misex� 	� � 	� ��� ��	 �� �� ���� ��

pdc �� � �� ���� ���� �� �� ���� ����

s��� 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� ���� ����

s���	� �� � �� ���� ���	 �	 �� ���	 ����

s����� �� � �� �	�� ���	 �� �� ���� ����

seq 	� � 	� 	��� ��� �� �� ���� �	��

spla �� � �� ���� 	��� �� �	 �	�� ����

tseng 	� � 	� ��	 ��� �� �� ���� �	�	

Average � �
�� �	
��� ���� ����� �� ����

Table �� Logic Size Number of Exposed Nets Number of Routing Tracks and Critical Path� t�

RPack �without depopulation� vs� t�VPack� N�	 K�� I��	 Routing Algorithm� timing�driven

��



remaining routability factors for non�critical nets can improve the routability of timing�driven packing algo�

rithms�

� CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we addressed routability issues and their impact on performance and routing area� A routability�

driven packing method for cluster�based FPGAs is proposed� Our method is able to improve the routability

by decreasing the number of required tracks in the FPGA routing channels� This improvement was achieved

by incorporating several routability factors in our packing algorithm� Based on our routability model� we

analyzed the timing�driven packing� Criticality of a connection in terms of timing re
ects the role of this

connection in routability as well� We integrated our routability function into timing�based packing to improve

the routability� We were able to decrease the routing area by ��� on average compared to existing packing

methods�

Assigning better and more accurate weights for hyper�edges in connectivity graph for clustering is the

future work we are focusing on� Incorporating the eect of number of terminals by dynamically assigning

weights for edges can improve the results in terms of routability� Routability issues should be incorporated

into placement and routing tools as well�
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circuit Array Size Number of Exposed Nets Number of Tracks Delay ��	��	 s�

t�VPack t�VRPack t�VPack t�RPack t�VPack t�RPack

alu� 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� �� ����

apex� 	� � 	� 	��� 	��� �� �� ���� ����

apex� 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� ���	 ����

bigkey �� � �� 	��� ��� 	� 	� 	��� 	���

clma �� � �� ���� ���� �� �� ���� ����

des �� � �� 	�	� 				 	� 	� ���� ��

dieq 	� � 	� 	��� �	� �� �� �	�� ��

dsip �� � �� ��� ��� 	� 	� 	��� 	�

elliptic �� � �� ���� 	��� �� �� �� ��

ex	�	� �� � �� �		� ���� �� �� �� ��

ex�p 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� ���� ����

frisc �� � �� ���� 	��� �� �� ���� ����

misex� 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� ���� ����

pdc �� � �� ���� ���� �� �� ���� ��

s��� 	� � 	� ��� ��� �� �� ���� ����

s���	� �� � �� ���� ���� �	 �� ���	 ��

s����� �� � �� �	�� ���� �� �	 ���� ����

seq 	� � 	� 	��� ��� �� �� ���� ����

spla �� � �� ���� 	��� �� �� �	�� ��

tseng 	� � 	� ��	 ��� �� �	 ���� ��

Average � �
�� �	
��� ���� ���	 �� ��

Table �� Logic Size Number of Exposed Nets Number of Routing Tracks and Critical Path� t�

RPack�with population factor� vs� t�VPack� N�	 K�� I��	 Routing Algorithm� timing�driven
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